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About This Game

Play as the King in a light-hearted third person action game, who is on a mission to save his kingdom from the Doombringer and
his minions.

With the help of your allies, journey through four unique biomes to rid your kingdom of those who wish to destroy it. Use huge
a variety of weapons and hack and slash your way to victory to save your subjects.
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save the kingdom to win the throne. save the kingdom gameplay. save the kingdom. save the kingdom game. save the kingdom
review. save the kingdom steam

WUZ KANGZ. PLAY AS WAKANDA. THIS TOTALLY HAPPENED AND WUZ TEH KANGZ. DASRITE NO
REVISIONISM GOING ON HERE WAZ KANGZ. DASRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITE. honestly its a nice skin whilst it doesnt come with
any Scenario its a great piece for the BR Blue Collection. Wow, If it wasn't for the tutorial I would have had no clue. If like me
you have no experience with these circuits and robots I recommend doing the tutorials twice. If you want a game that gives a
progressively increasing challenge, love games with multiple solutions and love logic this game is for you. You build robots and
design the circuits that run them. It is addictive and you have no idea where the time went.... The quintessential display of
gentlemanliness is to sip Pimms on a sunny afternoon whilst discussing the stock market with your good friend Quincent, and
taking turns to annihilate each other in this 21st century substitute for chess. Classy and sopisticated, this is a gaming gem you
will always treasure.. For anyone who likes first person spaceship shooting games, this is a great find. The game play is solid, the
story is smooth, and the action is packed. It will keep you busy for hours and leave you wanting to play it all over again. I'm
anxiously awaiting the next release.. I have played many, many city builders. This game is not ready for play testing. There is no
in game info to explain how to build up an economy. Even things that should be obvious like how to build a selected building are
very counter intuitive. I managed to plop houses a farm and a mill but the rules for placement of beyond houses needing roads
are a mystery.

Bugs like a freeze-on-load I can forgive.

Zero explanation as to where buildings can go beyond that they must go on ground (as opposed to on water?) + most buildings
not plopping down with no apparent reason why... that combo makes this unplayable in its current state.

Some serious upgrades are needed and I hope the developer follows through with them because I would like to see a city builder
in this style. I do not recommend purchase even for play testing until a lot more work is done here.. It's a suprisingly good, high
value game. Though admittedly, it can get rather dry at times.
. Played this game not on VR and the gameplay was just a headache. My character got stuck on items and you could not save
your process.
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My Maine Coon approves.
He also told me that you can go MEOW yourself if you don't like the game.
Yes, he's the savage kind, the one that would MEOW your MEOW up.
You've been MEOWED, erhm warned, sorry.. Awesome - serious omage to games like R-Type. I actually liked the story a lot
on the first playthrough. Yes, it might be a little easy to see through in parts, but I feel like that about a lot of stories ... I read a
lot and you learn to recognize patterns after a while. I liked the writing, too, even though it might perhaps be a little better every
now and then.

The fact alone that I'm rating this game should show I like it ... I usually don't write reviews.. I can review soundtracks, huh? I
guess it counts as DLC, lol.

Hunie Pop has a really fun soundtrack with a decent variety of pieces. And I completely agree with Kyu - the Ice Rink is the
best by far. That track is my music bae for this game at least as much as Nikki is my character bae, if not more.

If you like the game, you probably like the music, and should get the soundtrack if you don't have it already. If you don't like the
game, you should still check the soundtrack out. There's probably at least one track on it that you'll like.. now i don't have to be
on a phone to play toilet phone games! Great!. Need cool Wallpapers for desktop decoration,  this program is exactly what you
need . I've had nothing but enjoyable fun with this game. Love it enough to have picked up every piece of DLC.. Stinks like
baes \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. I cant use the plane but awesome game would rate 2\/10 for the 10 mins i could
actually play
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